By virtue of the Regulations on the Protection of Personal Data, by completing this form you authorize
to have the personal data provided incorporated into the database managed by PROMETOUR USA
INC.
The purpose of this process is to provide the services required by students and / or their legal guardians
and teachers within the program “Connecting Classrooms"-see description (1)-. These data will only
be transmitted to third parties for the purposes described therein and will be kept as long as it is
essential or legitimate for the purpose for which they were intended.
We also inform you that by completing this form, you authorize us to send you information about our
training program and other materials of interest, via email.
In any case, you may indicate to revoke the consent given, as well as exercise the rights to access,
rectify, delete, oppose and/or limit the processing of, as well as the right to transfer of the data. These
requests must be made by email to info@prometour.eu
Participants must respect the rules of conduct established to share and generate image and sound files,
which are the following:
The image and sound files may not have discriminatory content towards any group based on race, sex,
class, or condition, likewise any audio or image that deemed offensive towards any person or group
may not be reproduced. The use of images or sounds of sexual, harassing, or discriminatory content is
totally prohibited.
(1)

Project description Connecting Classrooms is a virtual exchange program organized by
Prometour USA Inc. Students will create thematic short videos from their country to
share with the students of their virtual exchange partner, who in turn will also share
their videos with the former. Within this project, Prometour offers a web platform where
one may share the videos and activities carried out by the partnered schools, always
supervised by the teachers of both schools participating in the project.

